
Dialects

Dene Dhdh dialects reflect former settlement and marriage patterns in

Northern Alberta. Speakers name three of them, based on common types of

variation within the language, and classify them as variants of Dene Dh^,
their name for their own language. The names they use for these three

dialects, Xewonst'e [xBv/qsV£],Xewdnht'e [xewQht'e], m&Kegiinhfu
[kegijht'u], mean *It's like that' and identify common types of variation

within these communities. In response to the question Ddwonhtin Dene

Dhdh wonedeh? 'What kind of Dene Dhah do you speak?' an older person

might say, Gda, xewonht'e Dene Dhdh wohdeh, 'Well, I speak that kind of

Dene language.'

There are three communities of Dene Dhdh speakers in Alberta: As-

sumption/Habay, Meander River, and Bushie River. Each of them has

developed relatively recently as the Dene Dhah have moved to be near such

facilities as schools, stores, and nursing stations. These settlements all

show some form of dialect variation within them. Assumption is the largest

community, with approximately eight hundred Dene Dhdh speakers, and

Habay, which is only nine miles from it, is now largely deserted because of

recurrent flooding. Dene Dhdh is the first language of all age groups in

Assumption. Although older speakers of all three dialects live there,

younger speakers now use the Xew6nht'e dialect almost exclusively.

Meander River has approximately three hundred residents, most of whom
speak the language, although English is also spoken there by younger

people. The Kegunht'u dialect predominates among middle-aged and

younger speakers, but among older speakers the other dialects are re-

presented too. Most of the residents of Bushie River, which is located next

to the town of High Level, Alberta, have moved to this reserve since 1960.

Younger people in Bushie River use English, but there are also a few older

speakers who use Dene Dhah almost exclusively.

The classification of dialects which speakers themselves use does not

reflect the current settlement pattern. The identification of a person as a

speaker of the Xewonht'e, Xew6st'e, or Kegunht'u dialect reflects an

earlier pattern of settlement and intermarriage between regions. Before 1940

there was a high rate of intermarriage between Dene Dhdh (Slave) speaking

men and Tsdt'in (Beaver) speaking women from the Eleske and Fort
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Vermilion area. Several factors may have encouraged this pattern of inter-

marriage. An important one was the development of trapping in this region,

which led to a patrilocal settlement pattern and partially explains why Beaver

women, but not men, married into the area. Epidemics that reduced the

population of both Beaver and Slave in Alberta (Glut 1864, 1888) may also

have encouraged marriages outside the local community. Moreover, many
Dene Dhda who lived in the Bistcho Lake region gradually moved to the

Hay Lakes and Meander River areas to be nearer trading posts.

The designation of a speaker as either Xew6nst'e, Xew6nht'e, or Ke-

gunht'u served to identify the language of the speaker's parents as well as

his or her own dialect. The Xew6nst'e dialect, for example, identified a

person who was reared speaking Eleske Beaver or whose mother was a

speaker of Eleske Beaver. In discussions of which dialect a person speaks,

the language of the mother is often given as evidence for determining which

one it is. If someone asks, Alexi la Kegunhfu wodeha? 'Alexis speaks

Kegunht'u, doesn't he?' the person might be corrected, £rt^«^, memo la

Tsdt'in Dhdh woindi. 'No, his mother spoke Beaver.' The Xew6nht'e

dialect identified speakers whose mothers or grandmothers spoke Eleske

Beaver but who used fewer of the conservative features of Beaver. The

mothers of those who used the Kegunht'u dialect spoke Bistcho Lake

Slave.

All of the storytellers represented in this collection are from Assumption.

Two of them speak the Kegunht'u dialect and the rest use the Xew6nht'e

dialect. The short stories "The Children Raised on Fat" and "Wolverine is

Outsmarted" were told by Kegunht'u speakers. Some conservative features

are found in the speech of storytellers who use the Xew6nht'e dialect,

including examples of word-final consonants, but these features are far

more common in the speech of those who use the Xew6nst'e dialect.

All three dialects—Xew6nst'e, Xew6nht'e, and Kegunht'u—are dialects

of Slave. They show the same development of stem-initial consonants as the

South Slavey* dialect of Slave spoken in the southern part of the Northwest

Territories (Rice 1983:85), except that for the Xew6nht'e and Xew6nst'e

dialects *w and *« develop differently. In these two dialects *w becomes b

before an oral vowel. In the South Slavey dialect spoken in the Northwest

Territories, *w becomes mb in stems before an oral vowel. Similarly *«

became d before an oral vowel in these dialects, but became nd in South

Keren Rice uses the tenn Slavey exclusively in reference to the dialect of Slave

spoken in the southern part of the Northwest TerritOTies. She refers to the entire language

including dialects such as Mountain, Bear Lake» and Alberta Slave as Slave. I have

adopted her usage here.
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Slavey. These developments in the Xew6nht'e and Xewdnst'e dialects of

Dene Dhdh can be symbolized as follows:

*w ->b_
->m

./V

_/YorVN
*n -> d

.

->n JXorVN

Examples of the development of stem-initial *w in Slave dialects are the

following:

South Slavey* Kegunht'u Xew6nht'e

-mb^ -mbi -bi

m4 min min

mbeh mbeh beeh

Xew6nst'e Gloss

-b^ *belly'

min 'lean-to'

bees *knife'

Examples of the development of stem-initial *n in Slave dialects are the

following:

South Slavey Kegunht'u Xew6nht'e Xew6nst'e Gloss

ndu ndu du du *island'

sendad sendad sedee sedee *myeye'

In prefixes, *w is a nasal with homorganic stop, mb, in the Xew5nht'e
and Xew6nst'e dialects. In the Kegunht'u dialect *w is a nasal stop, m.
Similarly *w is a nasal with homorganic stop, nd, in the Xew6nht'e and

Xew6nst'e dialects, and a nasal stop, n, in the Kegunht'u dialect. Examples
below show the development ofw and */i in prefixes:

South Slave Xew6nht'e and Xew6nst'e Kegunht'u Gloss

nit} ndihtin nihtin *he went to sleep'

ndgoyeh nddwoyeh ndgoyeh *he's playing'

yenihsheh yendihsheh yenihsheh 'he is growing it'

Keren Rice (personal communication) indicates that some speakers of South Slavey
in the Northwest Territories also use m and /i before oral vowels.
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